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INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

The Center for Social Organization of Schools has two primary

objectives: to develop a scientific knowledge of how schools affect

their students, and to use this knowledge to develop better school

practices and organization.

The Center works through five programs to achieve its objectives.

The Academic Games program has developed simulation games for use in

the classroom, and is studying the processes through which games teach

and evaluating the effects of games on student learning. The Social

Accounts program is examining how a student's education affects his actual

occupationalattainment, and how education results in different vocational

outcomes for blacks and whites. The Talents and Competencies program.is

studying the effects of educational experience on a wide range of human

talents, competencies, and personal dispositions in order to formulate--

and research--impntant educational goals other than traditional academic

achievement. The School Organization program is currently concerned

with the effects of student participation in social and educational

decision-making, the structure of competition and cors- ratic

reward systems, ability-g- 8 ,ois, and effects of school

quality. The Careers and Curricula program bases its work upon a theory

of career development. has developed a self-administered vocational

guidance deviL to promote vocational deVelopment and to foster satisfyi.

curricular de-isions for high school, college, and adlit populations.

This report, nke others occasionally published by the Center,

deals with a subject common to all programs -- that of scientific

measurement.
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Abstract

Although partial correlation is a correlation of residuals, the

correlation of the true-score components of these residuals is not

equivalent to the partial correlation of the true scores themselves.

The source of this discrepancy is explained and its implications are

briefly discussed.
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The correction of the first-order partial correlation coefficient

for attenuation due to errors of measurement reveals a seeming paradox

in test-score theory. Lord (1958, pp. 440-441) and Bereiter (1963, p.

8) have touched on the problem in connection with measures of change,

as has Stanley (1971, pp. 389-390) in connection with the. reliability

of errors of estimate. However, none of these authors directly con-

fronts the discrepancy discussed below.

Partial correlation is defined as a correlation of residuals,

Pxy.w P(x 511w)(Y 91w)

where w and 9Iw are the least-squares linear regression estimates

of x and _y_ , respectively, from w . One might then expect the true

partial correlation coefficient to be 0
(r
x

TA )(T TA1 ) , where
xlv Ylw

ala TA are the true-score components of the eatimates. The seemingyw
-

paradox is that when this expression is expanded, it yields an expres-

sion which is not equivalent to the partial correlation of the true

scores themselves. The partial correlation of the true scores is the

correlation of a different set of residuals:

T T .T = P (T - T IT )(T - jT ) '

x y w x xwy yw
where T IT and '2

y w
IT are the leasL.squares linear-regression esti-

x w

mates of T
x

and T , respectively, from T
w



The source of the discrepancy--that the two correlations are not

equivalent--lies in the fact that the true-score component of the esti-

mate of x from w is generally not equal to the estimate of T

from Tw . We can, without loss of generality, let w x , and y

represent deviations from their respective means. Then

T,..1 4 T IT ; that is
xlw x w

1

T( w+a ) Tw
xw xw x w

^
Similarly, .T9114/ Ty ITw .

In fact, the two expressions T^1
iw

and T ITw will be equivalent only
x x

when p , = 1 , that is, when the predictor is perfectly reliable.

To demonstrate this fact, we must first show that the regression

coefficient a is constant over forms (i.e., repeated measurements). It
xw

is, if we assl4me that the individual true scores T
x

and Tw and the

2
variance error of measurement a

e
are constant from form to form, and

that a
e e

, aT
e

ae
T

and a
T e

are all zero. 2

w x w x w x w w

1
The symbol 4is used here to indicate the absence of an identity; the

two expressions it separates are not equal for all values of the variables
involved.

2 22Note that f3 = a /a
2
= 0T T

/(a_ + a )
xw wx w xw x w

ew
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,s1
The true score of xiw is defined as its expectation over forms:

Since

f
(X

f
lw) E

f
(a ww

f)x w

and a are constant over forms,
xw

T. = 2cwEf(w Tf) =

Therefore, the regression coefficient for estimating the true-score

component of Riw from the true-score component of w is the same as

the :egression coefficient for estimating x from w . Figure 1 illus-._

tratee this fact.

What about the regression coefficient for estimating the true-score

component of x itself (rather than of 511w) from the true-score com-

ponent of w 7 It is

13

at T a aw Wx wx. . ., ____
T T 2 2 p ,

x w aTw P a wwww w

which is $

T T a.

xwX W

XW
corrected for attenuation. Since A p ,ww

. Therefore, for a given set of scores, (r' ITx w
will have

greater variance than L.,1 . For any individual observed score
xlw

(other than the mean), TTriw will lie closer to the mean than will
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Figure 1

The true-score component of a linear-regression estimate.
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T T . Figure 2 illustrates this fact.
x w

When the first of the two correlations, p
(T - TA1 )(T - ) '

x xiw y yw

is expressed in terms of the zero-order correlations, reliability coef-

ficients, and standard deviations of w x , and y_ , the standard

deviations cancel out, leaving

(1)
P Pxy wx wy

AP 1 P2 (2 P 1)1(Pyyl px2,77(2 P I)]
XX wx ww ww

When the second of the two correlation coefficients,

, is expanded in a similar manner, the
(T T )(T -
x

- T I T IT )
x w y y w

resulting expression is

(2)
P IP P Pww xy wx w

2 2/0 IP 1 P )(P IP 1 Pwy)ww xx wx ww yy

These two expressions are generally not equivalent. They become equiva-

lent when p , = 1 , that is, when the predictor variable is perfectly

reliable.

Formula (2) is equivalent to the expression that results from cor-

recting the zero-order correlations for attenuation before entering them

into the partial correlation formula. That is,
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Figure 2.

The true-score estimate of x lies further from the mean than the

true-score component of the raw-score estimate of x .
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(3) PT T .T
x y w

PT T PT T PT T
x y wxwy

2
- p2

T
)(1 - p

T TTwx
w y

xy ( Pwx wy

P7.x24 )(
1 -

wy
p2

Pww")xx' PwurfAno

Thus the discrepancy. Although the partial correlatio zoeff .2ient is

a correlation of residuals that result when x and .y. a:e itimaLed

from w , the partial correlation based on the true scores not -3quiva-

lent to the correlation of the true-score components of the residuals

that result when x and x are estimated from w .

. The questibn posed in the title of this paper can then be answered

as follows: If one wishes to know what the value of a partial correla-

tion would have been if all three variables had been measured. without

error, he should use 0'T T .T , which he can compute by correcting
x y w

each of the three zero-order correlations for attenuation before entering

them into the partial correlation formula. On the other hand, if he has

computed the residuals (x - 511w) and (y - 91w) from observed scores

and wisbes to know how highly these residuals themselves would correlate

if corrected for attenuation, he must use p(T T)(T - T,I ) '

x Ylw

which he can compute from the uncorrected zero-order correlations by for-

mula (1).
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